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“Our approach” 

“Programme content” 

“Mechanics” 

“In-water practice” 

“Child interaction” 

“Holistic” 

“Additional benefits” 

“Testimonial” 

 



 

 

Safety Trust

Learning Communication

Our approach puts the child at the centre of our lessons. Every child is treated as an individual and you will learn our 
approach to water safety and swimming in the following areas:


Repetition
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“Using a hands-on approach, we teach water safety and swimming skills from the very first lesson, 
regardless of the swimmer’s developmental age or ability. We believe that every child is different and they 
will respond to the water in their own individual way”.



 

 

Mechanics In-water

Child Interaction Holistic

Your training will be focusing on 4 main areas:
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Propulsion The pull The breathing

Stroke timing Troubleshooting Teaching methods

Some of the topics of this part of your training will be:

The training involves classroom-based and in-water sessions
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On this programme you will benefit from a personalised learning experience to learn the most efficient way to teach traditional 
swimming strokes; without the use of floats, the bottom or the side of the pool. You will master teaching these strokes via the 4 main 
focus points: propulsion, pull, breathing and rhythm.
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We will commit to finding you approximately 10 children of various ages to learn with while training with us. If you would like the 
training to take place at your location, please request more information on this when you enquire.
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Hands-on with different ages

Track swimmer’s progression

How will I benefit from this?

Personal feedback

 

We will schedule the in-water sessions with an estimated 4-5 hours per day in the water (depending on demand)

We will do video analysis sessions with you so you have a clear understand of how to improve more quickly.
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We will teach you our best tricks to interact with children of different ages and types of learners, even children who may have special 
or additional needs meaning they are non-verbal!
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How will I benefit from this?

 

Child development and 
behavioural techniques

Games and activities Customers relations

Teaching for various 
medical conditions
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We have an active, healthy lifestyle with meditation, exercise and a vegan diet all part of our daily routine. If you're interested, we 
would be more than happy to share our favourite meditations and workouts with you. You are also welcome to join us in eating 
some of our delicious and healthy vegan recipes during your stay, if you wish!
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How will I benefit from this?

 

While these activities are entirely optional during your course, we have found that trainees who embrace this side of 
the training are those who benefit the most. We schedule activities before and after your daily sessions to allow you 
to re-centre and have the best opportunity to reach your full potential.

Mindfulness

Physical activity

Vegan nutrition
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Swimming pool safety guidelines Personal video analysis sessions

Permission to use ISA trademark Closed Facebook group access

Some additional benefits to your training will be:
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“If you really want to stand out on your career as a swimming instructor, you really need to be part of this programme. 
This is something fresh and new, and you will feel like when you apply this technique, it is when you are really helping 
children to be safer in the water.”

Xavi Saporta
ISA Qualified Instructor  

www.internationalswimmingacademy.com info@internationalswimmingacademy.com 
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For questions, suggestions and more

Contact Information

Email
info@internationalswimmingacademy.com

Website
www.internationalswimmingacademy.com

WhatsApp
+44 7578 814 041
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